
NEW DICTIONARY OF ART

A- art, architecture

B- ballet, brush, book CROATIA (10 words)

C- creativity, comic, calligram, Croatia, Czech Republic

D- dance, drawing

E- expression, emotion FINLAND (7 words)

F- film, folklore, Finland

G- graffiti, gothic

H- harmonica, history ITALY (7 words)

I- instruments, Italy

J- jazz

K- key, keyboard (quite similar, change one if have different idea)

L- literature

M- music, museum ROMANIA (9 words)

N- nature, novel

O- opera, oil

P- painting, poetry, puppets, Poland

Q- Quixote POLAND (7 words)

R- rythm, Romania

S- sculpture, storyteller, Spain

T- theatre, tale SPAIN (8 words)

U- ukelele

V- visual arts, Vivaldi

W- watercolors, winter

X- xylophone

Y- youtube CZECH REPUBLICH (7 words)

Z- Zagreb, Zrzavy, zarzuela



INSTRUCTIONS

There is one word for each letter minimum, but anyone can change or add a few if we find more 
which are significant (for example, dances, artists or ways of art that we have worked on through 
the project).  

We have to bring this activity to Italy, but we know that there will be many activities there, so 
maybe we can finish our part and share by 15th March, so we can go on with another activity.

Probably, the best way to make it is on paper and then scan it to put everything together.

Each country has to make:

- For each letter:

- A page with the letter (nice, artistic letters).

- For each word:

- The word.

- A short deffinition in English, paying special attention to the link with arts or our project.

- An image (drawing or photo) of the words, paying special attention to the link with arts or our 
project. In the case of the countries,  we can put an image of Europe map with the location of the 
country and  a picture of the ATAU meeting.

- Prepare a space for the other countries to write the word in our languages.
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